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Review - Lucky

by Alice Sebold

Scribner, 1999

Review by Susan Brison,

Ph.D.

Feb 2nd 2000 (Volume 4,

Issue 5)

Sometimes you can judge a book by its cover.

The topic of Alice Sebold's recent memoir of

surviving sexual violence is made clear in the

quote on the front of the dust jacket: "In the

tunnel where I was raped, a tunnel that was once

an underground entry to an amphitheater, a place

where actors burst forth from underneath the

seats of a crowd, a girl had been murdered and

dismembered. I was told this story by the police.

In comparison, they said, I was LUCKY." And the

tone of the book comes across immediately in the

author photograph on the back cover which shows

an appealing, feisty, rather cynical-looking woman

whose squint and smirk seem to be daring the

reading to engage with this story, while asserting

a self-protective distance.

This rape memoir is tough, gritty, funny, and,

occasionally, heart-breaking, without a trace of

sentimentality or self-pity. It also struck me as

the most searingly honest of all such memoirs

I've read--and I've read quite a number of them

in the last ten years--since I survived a near-fatal

rape and attempted murder in 1990. I, too, was

told I was lucky to be alive. Initially I thought so

myself. I had no idea that the worst--the

excruciatingly painful, seemingly interminable

aftermath of rape--was yet to come.

Sebold recounts the aftermath of her rape in a

straightforward, totally jargon-free way--in part,

perhaps, because she encountered the

professional psychological research on trauma

only after having written much of this book. (She

writes about having discovered Judith Herman's

groundbreaking book, Trauma and Recovery,

after she had written about her own assault in the

Sunday New York Times Magazine.) Though her

discovery of the psychological literature on

trauma was presumably therapeutic--and

liberating--the fact that this discovery came

relatively late in her recovery process gives this

memoir a fresh, unmediated feel. Sebold doesn't

write about her recovery in terms of the neat

phases of denial, anger, and integration that often appear in rape memoirs, and she never

presents a romanticized vision of her pre-rape past.
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She talks so candidly and insightfully about her upbringing in a dysfunctional family--in chapters

that, roughly, alternate with chapters about her assault and its sequelae--that, at times, I

wondered whether this was supposed to be primarily a memoir of rape or one of a deprived

(psychologically-speaking) childhood. But, by the end of the book, it was abundantly clear that it

was both, that is, an insightful account of a rape as experienced by someone who had already

lived through a fair amount of trauma, though of a less sensationalistic sort. This is one of its

most compelling characteristics: it never idealizes a pre-rape past or mourns a time of blissful

innocence. It acknowledges that life can be hard, in various ways, both before and after a rape.

Although I agree with Judith Herman that it is the nature and severity of the trauma, much more

so than the victim's pre-existing psychological profile, that determine the aftermath of violence, I

have also come to see--as a researcher and as a survivor--how individual differences inform and

inflect the way a traumatic experience is perceived and survived by a trauma victim. It is for that

reason that I find Sebold's insightfully autobiographical account immensely informative. 
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